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gSource® 
 

gSource, LLC 
19 Bland Street 
Emerson, NJ 07630 
USA 

  
(201) 599-2277 

F (201) 599-3306 
www.gSource.com 

Job Requirements 
 
Job Title: General Manager 
Wage Category: GM I, II, III 
Department: General Management 
Reporting to: President 
 
        
       

1. Strong work ethic required 
2. Proactive nature required 
3. Meticulous attention to detail required 
4. BSc/BA in Business or relevant field required 
5. Strong analytical ability required 
6. Proven experience as a General Manager with strong working knowledge of different business and 

management processes, operational procedures and functions (finance, human resources, 
procurement, operations, engineering, marketing, sales, customer service, etc.) required 

7. Ability to motivate and lead staff, and hold employees accountable required 
8. Outstanding organizational, exceptional interpersonal and strong leadership skills required 

 
9. MSc/MA preferred 
10. Knowledge of strategic planning preferred 
11. Knowledge of process improvement preferred 
12. Knowledge of human resource management principles and procedures preferred 
13. Knowledge of basic economic and accounting principles and practices preferred 

 
14. Above-average communication, leadership, collaboration, time management, negotiation/mediation, 

decision-making, problem-solving, coaching and delegation skills: 
Communication skills are key to increasing management’s effectiveness with both superiors and 
subordinates 
Leadership skills are pertinent to providing and seeking out continuing education opportunities and 
fostering a growth mindset 
Collaboration skills are imperative in helping employees and departments work together and 
function well within the company 
Time management skills are important in prioritizing tasks to ensure that projects are completed by 
deadlines and streamlining processes to maximize productivity 
Negotiation/mediation skills are necessary in finding opportunities to resolve conflicts efficiently and 
favorably 
Decision-making skills are key to weighing the costs and benefits of various options and determining 
the best course of action to achieve company goals and objectives 
Problem-solving skills are crucial to analyzing past and current performance and recommending 
objectives to improve productivity and profitability 
Coaching skills are important  to eliciting clear, well-defined and emotionally engaging goals from a 
coached employee (actively listen, build rapport, ask questions, demonstrate empathy, use intuition, 
set SMART goals, give feedback) 
Delegation skills are crucial in identifying the best person or staff for a particular task and act as a 
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facilitator to motivate and direct the work 
 

15. Position: Full-time 
16. Exempt 
17. Working hours per week: 40+ 
18. Hours gSource open:  7:30 am to 6:00 pm 

 


